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A Brother’s Story
Theodore Luqueer Mead 1877

FOR THIS EDITION OF A BROTHER’S STORY, WE FIND 
ourselves going back. Way back. All the way back to the earli-

est days of  Alpha Delta Phi at Cornell, to the Class of  1877 and a 
young man from Fishkill, New York, who would go on to become a 
veritable, albeit long-lost, legend of  our beloved chapter.

<PMWLWZM� 4]Y]MMZ�5MIL� _I[� JWZV� QV� � ���� IJW]\� [M^MV\a�Å^M�
miles north of  Manhattan in the Hudson Valley. When the time came 
for college, Mead decided to pursue a degree in civil engineering and 
MVZWTTML�QV�+WZVMTT�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�QV�� ����<PM�ÆMLOTQVO�]VQ^MZ[Q\a�PIL�UI-
\ZQK]TI\ML�Q\[�ÅZ[\�[\]LMV\[�WVTa�[Q`�aMIZ[�MIZTQMZ��IVL�\PM�ÅZ[\�/ZMMS�WZOI-
nizations had been chartered soon thereafter (Alpha Delta Phi being the 
fourth such group established). It was this decision by Mead to attend 
Cornell and ultimately to join Alpha Delt that would change both the 
course of  his life and the history of  the fraternity. Writing his autobiogra-
phy later in life, Mead said of  his Ithaca days, “My initiation into Alpha 
Delta Phi seemed to me the most wonderful and the happiest thing that 
had ever come to me, the very ideal of  brotherhood and fraternal love.” 
Teddy Mead, as he was affectionately known to his brothers, was the 
most loved and well-respected 
brother of  the Cornell Chapter 
NWZ�\PM�VM`\�[Q`�LMKILM[�

Mead went on to become 
a renown naturalist, botanist, 
horticulturalist, and entomolo-
gist. His early work on butter-
ÆQM[� _I[� OZMI\Ta� ILUQZML� Ja�
future Cornell professor and 
lepidopterist Vladimir Nabo-
kov, and in later life, it was 
Mead’s horticultural ingenu-
ity and work cross-breeding 

A extremely rare example of  Cattleya meadii, 
the only orchid actually named for Mead, can 
be found in the greenhouse at Mead Botanical 
Garden. It blooms during the fall of  each year.
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orchids that brought him fame. He made his home in Oviedo, Flori-
da, where he was a professor at Rollins College until his death in 1936. 
Thanks to the archivists at Rollins, we have recently gained access to 
a trove of  Mead’s personal correspondence, papers, and photographs 
\PI\��QV�XIZ\��LWK]UMV\�\PM�ÅZ[\�ÅN\a�aMIZ[�WN �)TXPI�,MT\I�8PQ�I\�+WZ-
nell. The collection (copies of  which are now contained within our ar-
chives in Kroch Library) provides an unprecedented glimpse into 19th 
century fraternity life and the history of  the Cornell Chapter through 
the incredible legacy of  one brother. Most of  the quotes and descrip-
tions that follow come directly from the primary source material in the 
Mead archive and have never before been published.

<PM�ÅZ[\�\PQVO�\W�VW\M�IJW]\�<MLLa�
Mead is that he didn’t become a mem-
ber of  Alpha Delta Phi until his senior 
aMIZ�� ?PMV� PM� ÅZ[\� IZZQ^ML� QV� 1\PIKI��
he lived in a rented room downtown, 
nearby to several fellow undergrads who 
were members of  Delta Upsilon. They 
offered Mead a bid in the spring of  his 
freshman year, which he accepted, and 
he spent much of  his time in their rented 
quarters on 12 Quarry Street when he 
was not studying civil engineering under 
Prof. Estevan A. Fuertes. Sadly, tragedy 
struck early in Mead’s college career. His 

older brother, a mechanic and inventor with whom Teddy was quite 
close, was accidentally killed in the family home in Manhattan while 
_WZSQVO�WV�PQ[�TI\M[\�QV^MV\QWV��M`XTWLQVO�J]TTM\[��5MIL�IVL�PQ[�XIZ-
MV\[�_MZM�LM^I[\I\ML��J]\�XMZPIX[��Q\�_I[�\PZW]OP�\PQ[�\MZZQJTM�M`XMZQ-
ence that his compassion for all life, especially his friends, was born.

During his junior year in 1876, the Delta Upsilon brothers rent-
ed a house of  their own, but it would prove to be a less than har-
UWVQW][�TQ^QVO�IZZIVOMUMV\�NWZ�<MLLa��<PM�QV�ÅOP\QVO�IUWVO�\PM�
brothers, driven by a dispute over the “character” of  future recruits, 
ultimately resulted in Mead angrily submitting his resignation in 
February of  his senior year, due to some “chicanery” on the part of  
PQ[�,=�JZW\PMZ[��_PW�PIL�IXXIZMV\Ta�V]TTQÅML�5MIL¼[�^W\M�WV�\PM�

Theodore Mead at age 22, 1874.
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matter. Two months later, he was initiated into Alpha Delta Phi and 
wrote to a friend, “I now belong to the society which I should have 
joined when a freshman.” He would be with us for the rest of  his life.

Mead completed his civil-engineering degree and graduated in 
1877, but he was in no hurry to depart from Ithaca, and already sensing 
PQ[�\Z]M�XI[[QWV[�TIa�QV�I�LQNNMZMV\�ÅMTL��PM�ZMUIQVML�I\�+WZVMTT�\W�_WZS�
as an assistant to a botany professor through 1881. It was during this 
XMZQWL�\PI\�PM�_I[�QV[\Z]UMV\IT�QV�W^MZ[MMQVO�\PM�ÅVIVKQVO�IVL�KWV-
[\Z]K\QWV�WN �\PM�ÅZ[\�)TXPI�,MT\I�8PQ�KPIX\MZ�PW][M�I\�����-I[\�*]NNITW�
;\ZMM\��<PM�J]QTLQVO��_PQKP�[\IVL[�\W�\PQ[�LIa��Q[�JMTQM^ML�\W�JM�\PM�ÅZ[\�
NZI\MZVQ\a�KPIX\MZ�PW][M�M^MZ�J]QT\�M`XZM[[Ta�LM[QOVML�NWZ�\PM�VMML[�WN �
NZI\MZVQ\a�UMV��6M^MZ�JMNWZM�PIL�IVa�/ZMMS�WZOIVQbI\QWV�KWV[\Z]K\ML�I�
house of  its own to provide room and board for undergraduates, as well 
as being their “lodge” for formal ceremonies and secret rituals.

At that time, most of  the fraternities at Cornell rented rooms above 
local businesses in downtown Ithaca to use as fraternal lodges. After an 
initial stint on Tioga Street, the Alpha Delts moved their lodge to the 
?QTO][�*TWKS��VM`\�\W�\PM�WXMZI�PW][M��*]\�I[�,MT\I�=X[QTWV�IVL�W\PMZ�
fraternities began renting houses farther up East Hill to be closer to 

Cornell Alpha Delta Phi brothers in 1878 (left to right): (back row) Frederick Catlin ’82, Os-
car Taylor ’81, Edward House ’81, Walter Fox ’80, Harold Gifford ’79, Franklin Jones ’73, 
Edward Howland ’79, Robert Morris ’80, James Skinner ’81, Frank Washburn ’83; (middle 
row) Henry Stambaugh ’81, Delano Smith ’83, William Edwards ’79, Robert Parmelee ’81, 
Charles Manniere ’80, William Howard ’83; (front row) Frank Luckey ’82, Quentin Booth 
¼ ���0MVZa�+][PQVO�¼ ���+PIZTM[�;I]VLMZ[�¼ ���?QVÅMTL�;PQZI[�¼ ���<PMWLWZM�5MIL�¼���
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campus, the Alpha Delts, noting the boost in recruitment this provided, 
decided their best move was to forgo the pains of  renting and simply con-
struct a chapter house of  their own from the ground up. In December 
1877, undergraduate president (and Teddy Mead’s roommate) Henry 
/QNNWZL�_ZW\M�\W�\PM�IT]UVQ�_Q\P�IV�QUXI[[QWVML�KI[M"�¹<PM�+WZVMTT�
Chapter of  Alpha Delta Phi has decided that it can no longer safely put 
WNN �J]QTLQVO�I�KPIX\MZ�PW][M°�?M�PI^M�\ISMV�QV�ÅZ[\�KTI[[�UMV�\PQ[�aMIZ��
but we already begin to feel the advantage which some of  the societies 
possess in their chapter houses, and in spite of  their relatively somewhat 
inferior men, if  the matter were deferred another year it is quite pos-
sible that Alpha Delta Phi might have to permanently take a secondary 
rank among the societ-
ies at Cornell, which we 
do not propose to allow 
so long as we have the 
[\ZMVO\P�\W�M`Q[\�I\�ITT�º

Within the letter 
was enclosed a subscrip-
tion slip for a “building 
fund,” soliciting dona-
tions toward the project. 
/QNNWZL� KWV\QV]ML"� ¹_M�
are making a great ef-
fort to raise the needed 
money, and while doing Alpha Delt house at 503 Buffalo Street.

Alpha Delt brothers in June 1879.
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_PI\�_M�KIV�W]Z[MT^M[��KWVÅLMV\Ta� TWWS� NWZ\P� \W�W]Z�UMUJMZ[�_PW�
have left college. The amount to be raised is so small that you may be 
sure that your money will count. The subscriptions thus far average 
IJW]\�[Q`\a�LWTTIZ[�MIKP��1N �aW]�KIVVW\�OQ^M�I�TIZOM�[]U��XTMI[M�OQ^M�
what you can, and rest assured that it will be appreciated. It is our in-
tention to keep a chapter record album with, if  possible, the portraits 
and, at least, the autographs of  those who contribute to this fund, 
with a record of  the amount given by each, so that the memory of  the 
founders of  the chapter house may be kept in the minds of  those who 
KWUM�IN\MZ�][�\W�[PIZM�Q\[�JMVMÅ\[�º�)KKWZLQVO�\W�5MIL��\PM�JZW\PMZ[�
were showing a mere $1,000 on their balance sheet, with the proposed 
building estimated to cost $14,000.

Subscriptions were issued in the 
form of  ten-year notes, with annual 
$10 payments made to the under-
graduate treasurer and a 6% interest 
incurred when past due. However, 
the alumni weren’t the only ones 
pitching in. Teddy Mead convinced 
his parents to loan the brothers $500 
for the building project, albeit with a 
few strings attached. Teddy’s mother, 
concerned for her son’s “spiritual wel-
fare,” said he could have the money 
only if  he would agree to “attend one 
7Z\PWLW`�-^IVOMTQKIT�KP]ZKP�[MZ^QKM�M^MZa�;]VLIa�NWZ�I�aMIZ�º�7V�
the back of  the envelope, his dissenting father added, “Don’t you do it, 
Ted! Charge $10 a time and stop when you get sick of  it.” So thankful 
were the brothers that they credited the Meads’ loan with compound 
interest and repaid them a sum of  $1,000 twenty years later.

Ultimately having raised $12,000 for the project, the contracts for the 
site and building were drawn up and guaranteed by an alumni brother, 
and local Ithaca architect William Henry Miller was hired to design and 
J]QTL�\PM�VI\QWV¼[�ÅZ[\�¹NZI\�PW][M�º�<PM�JZW\PMZ[�WN �� ���KW]TL�VW\�PI^M�
UILM�I�UWZM�Å\\QVO�KPWQKM��1V�� ����5QTTMZ�PIL�JMKWUM�\PM�ÅZ[\�XMZ[WV�
to graduate from the Cornell architecture school, and he was close friends 
with university president Andrew Dickson White. Over the course of  his 
career, he would go on to build over seventy buildings in Ithaca, includ-
QVO�5K/ZI_�<W_MZ��=ZQ[�4QJZIZa��:Q[TMa�0ITT��\PM�)�,��?PQ\M�0W][M��

Teddy Mead at age 27, 1879.
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IVL�MQOP\�W\PMZ� NZI\MZVQ\a�PW][M[�WV�KIUX][��0MVZa�/QNNWZL�XZW^QLM[�
\PM�MIZTQM[\�LM[KZQX\QWV�5QTTMZ¼[�XTIV�NWZ�\PMQZ�N]\]ZM�PWUM"�¹<PM�KPIX\MZ�
house is to be constructed of  red brick, with black brick and Ohio stone 
\ZQUUQVO[��I�[TI\M�ZWWN��IVL�ÅVQ[PML�_Q\P�PIZL�_WWL��IVL�Q[�\W�JM�[Q\]I\ML�
on the corner of  Buffalo and Spring streets,” a location the undergrads 
considered, “the most advantageous site for the purpose in Ithaca.”

The original idea to build their own chapter house can be credited 
to Brother William Ely Bramhall 1877, who stood by his plan “even 
when every other member was opposed to it,” according to the 1882 
Alpha Delta Phi catalogue. However, it ultimately took Teddy Mead to 
make his idea a reality. “Even Brother Bramhall could not accomplish 
LMÅVQ\M�ZM[]T\[�¼\QT�IN\MZ�\PM�_QV\MZ�QVQ\QI\QWV�WN �� ����_PMV�*ZW\PMZ�<��4��
Mead became a member. Brother Mead aided the scheme so energeti-
cally that, by the spring of  1878, plans were drafted, and at midnight 
on the 10th of  June, 1878, the chapter assembled on the spot where the 
house now stands.” That night, the brothers performed a groundbreak-
QVO�KMZMUWVa�IVL�¹I�NMMTQVO�WN �KWVÅLMVKM�QV�\PM�[]KKM[[�WN �\PM�XTIV�
\WWS�XW[[M[[QWV�WN �ITT�\PM�UMUJMZ[�º�;M^MV�UWV\P[�TI\MZ��[Q`\MMV�)TXPI�
Delts moved in to their new home.

Alpha Delt house as portrayed in The 
,IQTa�/ZIXPQK, May 1879.
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By Thanksgiving of   
that year it was still a 
work in progress as Ted-
dy Mead reported to his 
XIZMV\["� ¹<PM� PW][M� Q[�
going on fast. The plas-
\MZQVO� Q[� ÅVQ[PML� IVL�
the men are at work 
[on] the woodwork, all 
the radiators are in the 
PW][M�� IVL� _M� M`XMK\�
the steam up in a week 
or ten days.” The beau-

tiful new chapter house had multiple parlors, a library, a kitchen, sev-
eral “water closets,” and various studies and bedrooms. The entire 
\PQZL�ÆWWZ�[MZ^ML�I[�\PM�WNÅKQIT�¹4WLOM�º�_PMZM�QVQ\QI\QWV�KMZMUWVQM[�
were held and other fraternity business conducted, an adjoining ante-
room housed a pump organ for musical accompaniment.

Life in the new chapter house seemed to suit the brotherhood just 
ÅVM��J]\�\PMZM�_MZM�KMZ\IQV�Z]TM[��)�TM\\MZ�XMVVML�\W�\PM�IXXZMPMV[Q^M�
father of  a prospective pledge assured him that “no alcoholic or malt 
beverages are allowed anywhere in the house.” He was also informed 
that the house itself  was “owned by a corporation consisting of  gradu-
ate members resident in the vicinity, and the undergraduates have no 
legal complication with it whatever. The society dues are the same for 
all whether they room in the house or not; those choosing to room in 
the house pay a reasonable rent as similar rooms commanded else-
where in town and nothing more. Those not rooming in the house 
PI^M�WN �KW]Z[M�\PM�JMVMÅ\�WN �\PM�TWLOM�ZWWU[��XIZTWZ[��IVL�ZMILQVO�
room as much as the others.” The rent was a weekly sum of  $2.50.

Over the years, improvements continued to be made at 503 East 
Buffalo Street, including the installation of  a memorial library and a 
ZMKMX\QWV� ZWWU�_Q\P�I�VM_�ÅZMXTIKM��_ITTXIXMZQVO�� IVL�]XPWT[\MZQVO��
<PM�aMIZ��  ��[I_�\PM�QV[\ITTI\QWV�WN �\PM�TI\M[\�\MKPVWTWOQKIT�KZIbM"�I�
telephone. In reporting this news to then-alumnus Teddy Mead, under-
graduate brother Charles Baker 1886 wrote that another recent alumnus 
had “given us a telephone and also a pew in the Presbyterian Church, so 
that what we can’t learn in the one we ought to by sitting in the other.” 

There were some setbacks as well. It is noted in the annals of  the 

Buffalo Street chapter house, 1889.
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fraternity catalogue that, on January 
���� � !��� ¹I� ÅZM� JZWSM� W]\º� QV� \PM�
\PQZL�ÆWWZ�WN �\PM�4WLOM��IVL�\PW]OP�
the brothers saved the house from total 
destruction, the Lodge itself  was “bad-
ly burned.” However, in true Alpha 
,MT\�NI[PQWV"�¹<PZW]OP�XZWUX\�IK\QWV�
on the part of  the brothers, no records 
were lost, and the Lodge was speedily 
rebuilt, with better appointments than 
it had formerly possessed.”

Teddy Mead lived at 503 East 
Buffalo Street until the end of  1881. 
He worked in botanical research, took 
graduate courses, and lived happily in 
his beloved chapter house. He even 

helped to install special stained glass windows, ordered from Philadel-
XPQI�QV�PQ[�ÅVIT�aMIZ�QV�1\PIKI��)�JZQMN��aM\�QVKWUXTM\M��[\QV\�I\�+WT]UJQI�
Law School of  less than a year divided up his days at Cornell, but even 
while in Manhattan, he socialized regularly with the Columbia Chapter 
of  Alpha Delta Phi, as well as with the nearby Manhattan Chapter at 
City College of  New York and various other alumni groups in the city. 
In 1882, after his father purchased a ninety-acre estate in Florida to 
grow oranges, Teddy, who had recently married the young Edith Ed-
wards, joined him and made it his home for the rest of  his life.

Although he now lived quite far away from Cayuga’s waters, 
Mead was always near and dear in the thoughts of  the Cornell Al-
pha Delts. The undergraduate brothers of  the 1880s enjoyed life in 
their plush new home, and they regularly kept Mead appraised as 
to the state of  things on Buffalo Street over the years. The follow-
ing description of  an initiation ceremony in the fall 1882 provides a 
_WVLMZN]T��IVL�[\ZQSQVOTa�NIUQTQIZ��M`IUXTM�

Undergraduate brother Nils Howard 1883 recalled the evening’s 
M^MV\[�QV�I�TM\\MZ�\W�5MIL"�¹1\�WKK]ZZML�.ZQLIa��7K\������IVL�_I[�I�OZMI\�
success. I had the boys practice the form before hand, so they knew their 
XIZ\[��<PM�ÅZ[\�UIV�OW\�\W�\PM�PW][M�I\�!�XZMKQ[MTa�̧ �\PM�PW]Z�IXXWQV\ML��
.QN\MMV�UQV]\M[�TI\MZ��\PM�[MKWVL�UIV�KIUM��1�ITTW_ML�ÅN\MMV�UQV]\M[�\W�
each man going thru, and the boys were very prompt in arriving. There 
was not a hitch or mistake or delay the whole evening ’till the time came 

Edith Edwards Mead, 1895.
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NWZ�\PM�TI[\�UIV�\W�KWUM�̧ �������X�U��?M�PIL�\W�_IQ\�\_MV\a�UQV]\M[�
for him. It proved afterward that the delay was caused by the freshman, 
who had grown tired of  waiting at the appointed place and so had gone 
home. But Jack Yawger pulled him out and brought him to the house. 
)N\MZ�I�UW[\�M`KMTTMV\�KPIZOM�Ja�\PM�R]LOM�IVL�\PM�W\PMZ�KMZMUWVQM[��_M�
_MV\�\W�\PM�XIZTWZ�JMTW_��\PMZM�I�ÅZ[\�KTI[[�[]XXMZ�_I[�QV�_IQ\QVO��0I^QVO�
[I\Q[ÅML�\PM�QVVMZ�UI_��_M�\]ZVML�\W�\PM�»NMI[\�WN �ZMI[WV�IVL�\PM�ÆW_�
of  soul,’ and had a very good time. Then the tables were run into the 
TQJZIZa��\PM�XIZTWZ�ÆWWZ[�KTMIZML��IVL�\PM�N]V�IVL�ZM^MTZa�JMOIV��;WVO[��
LIVKM[��M\K��_MZM�XTMV\QN]T��;WUMWVM�[IQL��»?MTT��JWa[��Q[V¼\�Q\�IJW]\�\QUM�
we had “49 Blue-Bottles”?’ (3 a.m.). So the circle of  chairs (backs in) was 
formed and this rousing old relic was given with great gusto.” Howard 
adds parenthetically that “49 Blue-Bottles,” an early version of  the song 
“99 Bottles of  Beer on the Wall,” “was introduced as an initiation cho-
rus when I was a freshman, and it has been given down at every initia-
tion and reunion ever since. No such gathering of  the chapter would be 
KWUXTM\M�_Q\PW]\� »�!�*T]M�
Bottles.’” It seems the degree 
to which the undergraduate 
residents of  Buffalo Street 
ILPMZML�\W�\PM�»VW�UIT\�JM^-
erages in the house’ rule can 
be reasonably deemed ques-
tionable at best.

Nils Howard contin-
]M["� ¹_M� \PMV� KIUM� \W� \PM�
»[XMKQIT\QM[¼�̧ �I� NMI\]ZM� \PI\�
had grown up in the last 
year or so. Any man who 
has a funny story, any cari-
cature, character sketch, or 
anything of  that nature 
is called upon to give it 
down. We had them from 
the boys … and two of  the 
NZM[PUIV� IZM� ÅZ[\�ZI\M� KTWO�
dancers. You can imagine 
that after the boys had been 
thru all these performances Theodore Mead with fraternity pin at neck, 1903.
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that they were in rather undress uniform. Then we had a Virginia reel 
IVL�[WVO[�M\K��<PM�TI[\�ZM^MTMZ[�LQL�VW\�ZM\QZM�¼\QTT�Å^M�WZ�[Q`�W¼KTWKS��IVL�
two of  the boys did not get to bed at all. We had a grand old time, and I 
enjoyed myself  more that night than at any similar gathering.”

Among those revelrous new initiates in the fall of  1882 was a lanky 
young man named Ezra Cornell 1886, a grandson of  the university’s 
esteemed founder. In another letter penned to Mead the following 
year, returning alumnus Harry Robie 1882 reports that, “Young Ezra 
Cornell is a very nice fellow, though I didn’t see so much of  him as 
he doesn’t room at the house. The boys say he isn’t very much of  a 
student but as he is very tall he is immensely useful up in the lodge to 
turn off  the gas.” Ezra’s younger brother, Franklin Cuthbert Cornell 
Jr. 1889, would also join the ranks of  Alpha Delta Phi two years later.

Several other familiar and famous names appeared throughout Ted-
La�5MIL¼[�KWZZM[XWVLMVKM"�1ZI�)TM`IVLMZ�;PITMZ��  ���_PW[M�\ZIOQK�NI\M�
Q[�NWZM^MZ�MUJTIbWVML�WV�I�JZI[[�XTIY]M�QV�\PM�/ZMI\�0ITT�I\�����;\M_-
art Avenue, joined in 1880. Electric industry pioneer Allan Christopher 
Balch 1889 (of  Balch Hall fame) pledged in 1885. And the pledge class 
of  1896 brought both Hiram Murray Little 1900, in whose memory 
\PM�NIUML�/WI\�0W][M�_I[�J]QT\��IVL�N]\]ZM�WQT�UIOVI\M�?IT\MZ�+TIZS�
Teagle 1899 into the fold. Perhaps the most remarkable member of  this 
era was Edward Mandell House 1881, whom Teddy Mead described 
I[�¹WVM�WN �Ua�OWWL�NZQMVL[�°�I�OMVQIT�<M`IV��IN\MZ_WZL�SVW_V�WVTa�\W�
history as Colonel House, President Wilson’s friend, who was the only 
one I know who could utilize energetic cuss words and make it sound 
as though he was pronouncing a benediction.” Colonel House went on 
to be one of  Woodrow Wilson’s closest friends and advisors throughout 
his political career. The president dispatched House to France in 1918 

Alexander Shaler brass plaque from 777 Stewart Avenue.
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to help draft what would become the Treaty of  Versailles, bringing the 
.QZ[\�?WZTL�?IZ�\W�Q\[�WNÅKQIT�KTW[M�

During his undergraduate years as a student in the civil-engineer-
ing department, Teddy Mead studied under its founding dean, Pro-
fessor Estevan Antonio Fuertes (for whom Cornell’s Fuertes Observa-
tory is named). In those days, Mead crossed paths with another future 
Alpha Delt, his professor’s young son, Louis Agassiz Fuertes 18971. 
Later in life, Teddy referred to Louis as “the bird artist, always one of  
the most valued of  my friends and fraternity brothers.” Young Louis 
was just a toddler during Mead’s Cornell years and didn’t matricu-
late until 1893, whereupon he swiftly joined Alpha Delta Phi, having 
known and admired Teddy Mead throughout his childhood.

However, not all of  the historical 
ÅO]ZM[�\PI\�XI[[ML�\PZW]OP�\PM�KPIX-
ter house at 503 East Buffalo Street 
are quite so deserving of  veneration. 
Mead’s copy of  the 1897 Graduate Let-
ter, an early handwritten version of  
the alumni newsletter, reports that the 
brothers gave an “afternoon reception 
to the Hon. Justice Brown of  the Su-
preme Court of  the United States.” 
Justice Henry Billings Brown had 
been a member of  Alpha Delta Phi at 
Yale, where he graduated in the class 
of  1856. But coincidentally, Justice 
Brown had another direct connection 
to the Cornell chapter, having enlisted 
the services of  their architect, William Henry Miller, to build a home for 
him in Washington, DC, just two years earlier. Brown’s visit to Cornell 
came less than a year after he authored the majority opinion in Plessy v. Fer-
guson, which legitimized the doctrine of  racial segregation known as “sepa-
ZI\M�J]\�MY]ITº�̧ �IV�WXQVQWV�PM�_ZW\M�QV�\PM�PW][M�5QTTMZ�J]QT\�NWZ�PQU�2

1 Brother Fuertes is widely known among Cornell Alpha Delts for painting “The 
/ZMI\�0WZVML�7_Tº� IVL� ¹<PM�,]KS�5IZ[P�º� KWXQM[� WN �_PQKP� PIVO� QV� \PM�
chapter house. The originals are on loan to the Cornell Lab of  Ornithology.

2 Should you ever need proof that, as Dr. King said, “the arc of the moral universe 
is long, but it bends toward justice,” look no further than Justice Brown’s home, 
now known as the Toutorsky Mansion, which is now the home of the embassy 
of the Republic of Congo.

Edward Mandell House in 1881.
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Teddy Mead remained an engaged alumnus throughout his 
long life, he traveled to every Alpha Delt chapter in New York and 
New England, and he prided himself  as having been “received ev-
erywhere with affectionate regard.” He had even started a national 
publication for Alpha Delta Phi across the country called The Star 
and Crescent (it was discontinued in 1885), which kept a record of  new 
QVQ\QI\M[�IVL�WNÅKMZ�MTMK\QWV[�I\�ITT� \PM�^IZQW][�KPIX\MZ[�IVL�PIL�I�
wide subscription base. Mead was instrumental in the design and 
production of  the ornate brother’s badges of  the 1800s.

)[�IV�]VLMZOZIL]I\M��5MIL�PIL�XZMXIZML�\PM�ÅZ[\�M^MZ�IVV]IT�
report of  the Cornell Chapter, and after graduating, he complied 
IVL�XZWL]KML�[WUM�WN �\PM�ÅZ[\�WNÅKQIT�ZMXWZ\[�IVL�KI\ITWO]M[�NWZ�\PM�
international fraternity. In 1887, he received an invitation to attend 
the 55th annual convention of  Alpha Delta Phi at Harvard, where, 
among the esteemed fraternal alumni scheduled to deliver remarks, 
IVW\PMZ�¹<MLLaº�UILM�IV�IXXMIZIVKM"�<PMWLWZM�:WW[M^MT\��_PW�I\�
\PI\�\QUM�PIL�aM\�\W�PWTL�IVa�MTMK\ML�WNÅKM�

After his move to Florida, the brothers up at the Cornell chapter al-
ways knew whom to thank when they received regular deliveries of  fresh 
Florida oranges at their doorstep on Buffalo Street. In 1884, recording 
[MKZM\IZa�+PIZTM[�0��*ISMZ��  ��KW]TLV¼\�[MMU�\W�\PIVS�PQU�MVW]OP"�
¹,MIZ�*ZW\PMZ��AW]Z�TIZOM�IVL�T][KQW][�JW`�WN �WZIVOM[�_I[�L]Ta�ZMKMQ^ML�

IVL�QV�ÅVM�WZLMZ��;]KP�I�XZQbM�PI[�
never fallen to the lot of  the brothers 
before, and I think the feast we had 
in consequence will be long remem-
bered by us all, especially when we 
think where the oranges came from. 
The oranges were simply superb 
and delicious, such as I think I have 
never seen in Chicago, and I per-
sonally cannot thank you too much 
for your kind remembrance of  us; 
but we as a chapter adopted the fol-
lowing resolution at our last meet-
QVO"�:M[WT^ML"�\PI\�I�VW\M�WN �\PIVS[�
JM�[MV\�\W�JZW\PMZ�»<MLLa¼�5MIL�NWZ�
the presentation to the chapter of  
\PM�TIZOM�JW`�WN �.TWZQLI�WZIVOM[�º

,WZW\Pa�I[�/ZMMS�5][M�_Q\P�şŢų�JZWVbM�
vase, given as a wedding present, 1890.
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Not all of  their correspon-
dences were light-hearted, 
however. When Mead’s only 
child, a four-year-old daughter 
named Dorothy, died of  scarlet 
fever in 1892, the Alpha Delts 
were quick to send their heart-
felt condolences. Throughout 
his papers and letters, it is clear 
that Mead was an ever-present 
ÅO]ZM� QV� \PM� KPIX\MZ� PW][M��
M^MV�IN\MZ�PM�TMN\�1\PIKI��/ZI-
cious letters sent to him from 
the undergraduates span de-
cades. He is often referred to 
as their “patron saint,” and the 
chapter house he helped build 
was known as “the temple.”

The house at 503 East Buffalo Street that Teddy Mead helped 
J]QTL�PW][ML�\PM�)TXPI�,MT\[�NWZ�W^MZ�\_MV\a�Å^M�aMIZ[��AM\�I[�MIZTa�
as 1890, there were rumblings of  the need for change. After the con-
struction of  the Stewart Avenue bridge, Cornell began leasing land 
on the other side of  Cascadilla Creek to fraternities in hopes that it 
would help assuage their notable lack of  student housing. This left 
the Alpha Delts of  the 1890s somewhat isolated, and they once again 
found themselves unable to offer the same level of  convenience to 
prospective freshmen candidates looking for a shorter walk to class.

The 1893 edition of  the Graduate Letter gives an early hint at this 
dissatisfaction. “Financially, the chapter is gradually getting into good 
shape. This matter is coming to be one of  great importance as the 
Y]M[\QWV�WN �I�VM_�PW][M�Q[�KWV\QV]ITTa�JZW]OP\�]X��;M^MZIT�ÅVM�PW][M[�
have been built by other fraternities here within the past few years, 
and it will not be long before we will have to join the march of  civi-
lization toward the campus, as everything is heading in that direc-
tion.” Four years later, the issue of  relocation remained “in a state 
of  innocuous desuetude,” according to Brother Newell Lyon 1897. 
Lyon reports that the payments on the original ten-year notes issued 
to build the Buffalo Street house were $1,500 past due that year, and 
the chapter was $3,200 in debt. But three years later, things had taken 

Theo with Amaryllis. 
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a marked turn. The Graduate Letter of  1900 reports, “With reference 
to the new house questions, which for the past eighteen months has 
been of  the utmost interest to the chapter, we are pleased to state that 
\PM�VM`\�UWV\P�WZ�\_W�[PW]TL�[MM�\PM�[I\Q[NIK\WZa�[M\\TMUMV\�WN � \PM�
site question. The graduate committee has practically completed a 
careful and thorough report on the necessity of  a new chapter house, 
and on the advantages and disadvantages of  the available sites. Their 
work has so far progressed that, at present, there remain but two sites 
NZWU�_PQKP�\W�KPWW[M��<PM�ÅVIT�LMKQ[QWV�Q[�M`XMK\ML�L]ZQVO�\PM�TI\\MZ�
part of  April. The architects among the graduates have already been 
called upon for suggestions regarding the house.” A few months later, 
the alumni received an invitation to the annual Alpha Delt reunion, 
where the question of  a new house would “soon be decided … as this 
decision will materially affect the interests of  Alpha Delta Phi at Cor-
VMTT�NWZ�\PM�VM`\�\_MV\a�Å^M�WZ�ÅN\a�aMIZ[�º

The reunion of  1900 was the true genesis of  their future home 
at 777 Stewart Avenue. Held on June 20, just one month after the 
death of  Hiram Murray Little during his senior year from complica-
tions of  pneumonia, the reunion “resolved into a business session of  
\PM�KWZXWZI\QWV�IVL�_I[�VW\�ILRW]ZVML�]V\QT�[Q`�W¼KTWKS�VM`\�UWZV-
ing. During all that time, a most careful and conservative discussion 
of  the entire house project was carried on. It was unanimously and 
enthusiastically resolved that the chapter should assume the con-
tract entered into by brothers White and McVoy3 for the purchase 
NZWU�\PM�5K/ZI_�M[\I\M�WN �I�[XTMVLQL�[Q\M�ILRIKMV\�\W�\PM�]VQ^MZ[Q\a�
J]QTLQVO[�IVL�KWUUIVLQVO�I�ÅVM�^QM_�WN �\PM�TISM��^ITTMa��IVL�LQ[-
tant hills. The necessary legal steps have since been taken to vest the 
title of  this property in the chapter. The much discussed site question 
was thus settled once and for all time, and as all agreed, in a way 
worth of  the ideals of  the chapter.”

Despite the need for change, there was still much nostalgia for the 
original chapter house. In the Cornell annals of  the 1899 fraternity 
KI\ITWO]M��\PM�JZW\PMZ[�ZMÆMK\ML�JIKS�WV�\_MV\a�aMIZ[�WN �TQNM�\PMZM��¹1\�
_I[�\PM�ÅZ[\�IVL��NWZ�UIVa�aMIZ[��\PM�WVTa�PW][M�J]QT\�LQ[\QVK\Q^MTa�NWZ�
fraternity purposes, and though there are now many such in Ithaca, it 

3 Martin McVoy Jr. 1892 enjoys a well-known legacy as a benefactor to Alpha 
Delt. The Martin McVoy Jr. Trust provides income distributions to offset stu-
dent loans and work study. Currently, $7,000–$15,000 is awarded annually to 
$OSKD�'HOWD�3KL�EURWKHUV�ZLWK�GHPRQVWUDWHG�¿QDQFLDO�QHHG�
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can safely be said that there is none which afford more of  a real home 
for its occupants,” adding, “its social value has been very great.”

Whitney Hudson, Mead’s classmate from 1877, wrote to him 
in May of  1902 regarding the impending move and reminisced on 
their early days at 503 East Buffalo Street, “when I go to Ithaca … I 
shall visit the chapter house, and of  course, it will be for the last time, 
QN �\PMa�OQ^M�Q\�]X�QV�2]VM�°�<PMa�[]ZMTa�_QTT�JM�^MZa�VQKMTa�Å`ML��1�
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have not forgotten how we piled into one of  the rooms of  the pres-
MV\�)TXPI�,MT\�PW][M��\PZMM�QV�I�ZWWU��aW]��/QNNWZL��IVL�Ua[MTN��QV�
WZLMZ�\W�UISM�\PM�QVKWUM�[]NÅKQMV\�\W�PMTX�W]\��1�XZM[]UM�Q\�_QTT�VW\�
be necessary to have anything on that order this time.” Sure enough, 
during the reunion on June 18, 1902, the cornerstone for a new 
chapter house at 777 Stewart Avenue was laid.

Once construction on the new house was complete the following 
year, the brotherhood moved across campus, settled in their new home, 
and the decision was made to sell their old home on East Buffalo. Their 
buyers were the brothers of  Delta Chi, which was, at that time, a “pro-
fessional society” open only to law students. Delta Chi renovated the 
house and moved in by 1903. They would use it as their chapter house 
for ten years, until August 1913, when the Buffalo Street house changed 
hands yet again; Delta Chi sold it to the brothers of  Alpha Psi, a now-
defunct fraternity open only to veterinary students.

Upon purchasing the 
house, Alpha Psi also reno-
vated the building and moved 
in for the fall semester of  1913. 
They too spent nearly ten 
years living there, in keeping 
with its history and purpose as 
a fraternity lodge. It wasn’t un-

\QT��!���\PI\�\PM�PW][M�M^MV\]ITTa�\ZIV[Q\QWVML�W]\�WN �/ZMMS�TQNM��)TXPI�
Psi sold it to the Ithaca Conservatory of  Music, the school that would 
soon evolve into Ithaca College. The conservatory purchased the house 
for $27,000 and, in an ironic twist of  fate, converted it into, of  all things, 
a women’s dormitory. The school itself  was located just a few blocks 
further down Buffalo Street, and the old chapter house, now dubbed 
“Newman Hall,” could house up to thirty female students, which it 
continued to do even after the school became Ithaca College in 1932. 
Social events and open houses were held by the women of  Newman 
Hall, and male student workers staffed the kitchen during mealtimes, 
producing more than a few romances. Newman Hall remained a part 
of  Ithaca College until the school moved to its current location in the 
1960s. Ithaca College sold the Buffalo Street chapter house in 1962 to 
private owners, and it stands to this day as a multi-unit residential home.

<PMWLWZM�4]Y]MMZ�5MIL�UILM�PQ[�ÅVIT�\ZQX�\W�+WZVMTT�QV��!���
at the age of  seventy-four for the annual initiation ceremony in the 



/WI\�0W][M� \PI\�PIL�JMMV�LMLQKI\ML�
to the memory of  Mead’s old friend, 
0QZIU�5]ZZIa�4Q\\TM��7N � \PQ[�M`XMZQ-
ence, Mead wrote, “The boys invited 
UM�\W�OQ^M�\PM�»KPIZOM¼�\W�\PM�QVQ\QI\M[�
and added that it was customary to 
provide transportation both ways, in 
this case, 3,000 miles to Ithaca and re-
turn. Of  course I accepted the invita-
\QWV��IVL�\PM�JWa[�IK\]ITTa�[IQL�»Q\�_I[�
worth it.’ They presented me with the 
latest badge of  the fraternity and in it 
claimed me for not only my own class 

of  ’77 but adopted me into the class of  1926 as well.” He was so 
touched by the camaraderie he shared with this much younger gen-
MZI\QWV�\PI\�PM�_ZW\M��¹1�PI^MV¼\�IVa�_WZL[�\W�M`XZM[[�Ua�TW^M�IVL�LM-
votion to these splendid brothers and our blessed fraternity.” It seems 
Teddy Mead is the only brother in our history to have been initiated 
twice and in two different centuries no less.

Ten years later, in 1936, Teddy Mead died in Florida from a 
stroke at the age of  eighty-four, and sadly, over the years, his legacy 
has been somewhat lost to us at the Cornell Chapter of  Alpha Delta 
Phi. It is with great joy and satisfaction that we are able to welcome 
him home once again by restoring our shared understanding of  his 
M`MUXTIZa�LMLQKI\QWV�IVL�[QVO]TIZ�KWV\ZQJ]\QWV[�

* In addition to the papers and correspondence provided to us from Rollins Col-
lege, the author relied on the recently published biography, 7ZKPQL[�IVL�*]\\MZÆQM["�
The Life and Times of  Theodore Mead by Paul Butler.

The original Alpha Delt chapter house 
comes full circle and ends up as a 

women’s dormitory. 
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